CONSTRUCTION COMING SOON
Your support makes it possible for construction to start on the beloved Just for Kids Clinic this summer.
See Page 2

CUTTING WAIT TIMES
Read how your support is bringing a new operating table to St. Joe’s to cut wait times for urology patients.
See Page 2

FEELS LIKE HOME
Learn how your support helps patients in hospital feel like they are at home.
See Page 3

FIND YOUR NAME
Can you find your name? Look at all of the names of our friends and neighbours who have made such a difference this past year.
See Page 4 – 7

NEW TOOLS MEAN FASTER, BETTER CARE
See examples of the latest equipment you helped bring to St. Joe’s to ensure our patients get the best care.
See Page 8

MY ST. JOE’S WAS BUILT THROUGH GIVING.
THANK YOU!

Your community is more than a place where you live. It’s where you watch your children or grandchildren grow up, where you enjoy good times with friends and family – perhaps shopping down Bloor Street West, enjoying dinner on Roncesvalles, relaxing at High Park or by the lake. It’s also where you rely on care when you need it, just minutes away.

St. Joe’s is part of your west-end Toronto neighbourhood. It’s where you and your neighbours can turn when you need great care close to home. And thanks to you – our family of donors – St. Joe’s is here for you and your family. Thank you!

Because of you, your kids will soon be cared for in the best place to care for children in our community. If you need surgery – whether it’s orthopaedic, or because of a urological or lung condition – there’s new equipment here that we didn’t have last year. And, thanks to your support, the care here feels more like home because of renovations to make our spaces more welcoming and comfortable.

Take pride in what you read throughout this issue. It’s your investment in St. Joe’s that makes sure we care for your family, friends and neighbours here in our community for generations to come.

Just for Kids Clinic – Construction to Start this Summer

This summer, expect to see the start of a transformation on the children’s floor. Diamond Schmitt Architects have been announced as the architects to redesign the Just for Kids Clinic, expanding it from two examination rooms into four. This reconfiguration will allow paediatricians like Dr. Dilip Mehta to see more kids (last year the beloved clinic had more than 11,000 visits). Donors like you raised over $780,000 towards our $1 million goal to make this renovation possible, and to make the entire children’s floor truly special for kids.

If you’d like to help build the best place to care for kids in our community, visit foundation.stjoe.on.ca or call Julie Cockson directly at 416-530-6390. You can help us reach $1 million!

Our thoracic team is now using an Endo-Bronchial Ultrasound (EBUS) to diagnose lung cancer and other conditions without the need for surgery. The EBUS arrived in the fall, thanks to the generous support of more than 70 donors who together gave $265,000.

Abnormal tissues often lie deep within the body, which makes an accurate diagnosis difficult. This is why patients often face open needle biopsy or surgery to find out if a tumour is cancerous – delaying lifesaving treatment by days or weeks. Now with the EBUS, our doctors and surgeons can get an accurate diagnosis in a minimally-invasive way.

“It really has been an eye-opening experience to me to see how incredibly generous our donors, patients and their families have been,” says Dr. Christopher Compeau, Chief of Surgery. “We are using the EBUS four to five times each week, so it is really making a difference for our patients.”

NEW FLUOROSCOPY TABLE WILL CUT WAIT TIMES IN HALF

Thanks to the outpouring of support from donors like you, more than $330,000 has been raised to bring a new fluoroscopy table to St. Joe’s. This highly-specialized table will help our Urology team cut wait times in half for patients with painful kidney stones, bladder cancer, prostate and other urological conditions.

“St. Joe’s is my hospital. I’ve been coming to see Dr. Umesh Jain in the Urology Unit for more than 15 years. The first time I was desperate because I had kidney stones. It was so painful. He took care of me in such a reassuring way. When it happened again, I knew exactly where to go and who to turn to. This is why I made a gift to bring the fluoroscopy table to St. Joe’s.” – Jose Lima

Dr. Umesh Jain says he and the team see more than 5,000 men and women each year. This table, which has built-in diagnostic capabilities like X-rays and high-resolution imaging, allows the team to perform minimally-invasive procedures and watch what they are doing in real-time through image-guided surgery. “Having this new table will allow us to speed up the care we provide significantly,” says Dr. Jain. “We are grateful to so many of our patients and donors who saw the need for this table and gave generously.”

Special thanks to our lead supporters – the Harka Family, Jose Lima and the Rebello Family, as well as everyone who made a donation. Every dollar raised towards the fluoroscopy table was matched by the Health Centre – thank you!

28,000

The number of children who came to St. Joe’s for emergency or urgent care last year (the highest among community hospitals)

NEW TOOL HELPS DIAGNOSE LUNG CANCER – WITHOUT SURGERY

Our thoracic team is now using an Endo-Bronchial Ultrasound (EBUS) to diagnose lung cancer and other conditions without the need for surgery. The EBUS arrived in the fall, thanks to the generous support of more than 70 donors who together gave $265,000.

Abnormal tissues often lie deep within the body, which makes an accurate diagnosis difficult. This is why patients often face open needle biopsy or surgery to find out if a tumour is cancerous – delaying lifesaving treatment by days or weeks. Now with the EBUS, our doctors and surgeons can get an accurate diagnosis in a minimally-invasive way.

“It really has been an eye-opening experience to me to see how incredibly generous our donors, patients and their families have been,” says Dr. Christopher Compeau, Chief of Surgery. “We are using the EBUS four to five times each week, so it is really making a difference for our patients.”
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The number of lobectomies – removing the entire lobe of the lung that has cancer – our thoracic surgeons perform each year, among the highest volume in the city. St. Joe’s is a Centre of Excellence in Thoracic Surgery.

Just for Kids Clinic.

Architects’ rendering of the Just for Kids Clinic

Dr. Dilip Mehta sees Lauren, 15, in the Just for Kids Clinic.

Marilynne Day-Linton
Chair, Board of Directors
St. Joseph’s Health Centre Foundation

Maria Dyck
President and CEO
St. Joseph’s Health Centre Foundation

Chief of Urology Dr. Umesh Jain with patient Jose Lima, who comes to the Cystoscopy Unit regularly after two cases of kidney stones.

5,000

The number of people who needed treatment for a urological condition last year.
YOUR SUPPORT PROVIDES NEW TOOLS FOR ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY

Thanks to you, orthopaedic surgeons like Dr. Amr Elmaraghy are using new tools and instruments in the operating room.

Dr. Elmaraghy specializes in upper extremity surgeries, including the elbow and shoulder. “As with any technical profession, without the proper tools and instruments in hand, we can’t do our jobs – which is foremost to help patients return to their normal pain-free lives after an injury,” he says. “We really appreciate all of the support from our donors whose support helps puts the latest tools right in our hands.”

Dr. Elmaraghy is known for his innovative techniques when performing surgery. His latest invention is a new way to position patients like George Danylkiw who before surgery couldn’t move his arm above his head. “I was scared, but I knew Dr. Elmaraghy had a new way of positioning while doing shoulder surgery, so I went through with it.”

Dr. Elmaraghy positioned George using a novel “beach chair traction” positioning technique to make it easier to safely and effectively access and repair his shoulder. “Minimally invasive shoulder surgeons always face the challenge of having to work in tight spaces,” he says. “Using the combination of a highly-specialized chair that is designed to be slanted like a beach chair, a shoulder positioner and an axillary roll allows us to provide both traction and leverage to consistently open up spaces in and around the shoulder. Having a better line of sight and room to manipulate the tools allows us to perform the surgery safely and ensure the best outcome.”

Today, thanks to Dr. Elmaraghy and his minimally invasive upper extremity surgical techniques, George says he is pain free. This innovative chair and shoulder positioner costs about $30,000 in total. Equipment like this is essential for patient care. For example, another chair and positioner in Orthopaedics can cut down on wait times for patients who have an upper extremity condition. If you’d like to know more about our equipment needs, please call Julie Cookson at 416-530-6390.

Dr. Elmaraghy was one of four physicians from St. Joe’s who presented at InnovationEx, where six Ontario community hospitals shared their leading innovations in patient care.

YOUR SUPPORT HELPS PATIENTS FEEL AT HOME

NEW TVs FOR DIALYSIS PATIENTS

Patients who need dialysis can spend four hours a day, three times a week, at either the St. Joe’s Renal Centre on Islington Avenue or the Dialysis Unit at St. Joe’s. For Salah Bachir, it has meant spending time “watching a clunky TV that is more than a decade old and sometimes works, sometimes doesn’t.”

But now, thanks to the generosity of Salah and other donors, both Dialysis Units and the Oncology Clinic will soon have new TVs. In addition, the Renal Centre on Islington has a new floor scale, which is used daily to weigh every patient who comes for treatment.

“When I first met Salah, I was inspired immediately by his generous spirit and his passion to make our patients’ experience here better,” says Maria Dyck, Foundation President and CEO. “He is a shining example of what one person can do – and thanks to him, so many of our patients will benefit.”

NEW ARTWORK BRIGHTENS PATIENT SPACES

Thanks to a generous donation from award-winning actress and artist Marilyn Lightstone, St. Joe’s will soon feel more like home. She has donated her art collection to help make patient lounges and waiting areas look and feel more comfortable. “St. Joe’s is my hospital. When I came here for eye surgery, I noticed that the surroundings didn’t match the compassion and excellence of the doctors and staff,” she says. “I wanted to help in any way I could to make these spaces feel more like home for patients and their families.”

In the April issue of Toronto Life magazine, St. Joe’s Family Birthing Centre was highlighted as the “closest thing to having a baby at an all-inclusive resort,” noting our yoga classes, dad-only workshops, hydrotherapy tub and free, freshly-made healthy snacks.

HEALTHY SNACKS FOR NEW PARENTS

2013 was the second year that new moms have had fresh food after-hours in our Family Birthing Centre. When Grayson was born at St. Joe’s, Juliana Sprott was inspired to give back through The Sprott Foundation to support other families. She made a generous donation to fund a program that ensures there is fresh food – sandwiches, fresh fruit and yogurt – after-hours for moms and birth partners. This has been wonderful for new parents so they can have a healthy snack (often in the middle of the night) when the cafeteria is closed.

In the April issue of Toronto Life magazine, St. Joe’s Family Birthing Centre was highlighted as the “closest thing to having a baby at an all-inclusive resort,” noting our yoga classes, dad-only workshops, hydrotherapy tub and free, freshly-made healthy snacks.

Thank you to our more than 310 volunteers who donated more than 2,400 hours last year to help St. Joseph’s Health Centre Foundation raise critical funds to help take care of our friends and neighbours. Our volunteers worked in our office, helped at community events, promoted our activities and so much more.

If you’d like to learn how you can help as a volunteer, please call us at 416-530-6704.
Thank You!

The following people have made a cumulative contribution of $500 or more between January 1, 2013 and December 31, 2013. Your support helps us purchase new equipment, renovate facilities and train tomorrow’s generation of healthcare professionals.

Murray Abbott
Abbott Laboratories Canada Ltd.
Dr. Selwyn L. Abel
Abbott Laboratories
Milan Atiatis & Marja Alivić
Charles and Jane Allan
John Akepa
Hussan Amarsi
Barbara K. Amesbury
Amgen Canada Inc.
Lorna Anderson & William Anderson
Andrew and Paul McProf Co.
Estella of Sophie Amary
Romain Arzéen
Michael Artemee
Art and Maesten Inc
Associated Earth Movers of Ontario
Atlantic Tire Wholesale
Concetta Attard
B & M lesser Realty Ltd
Anisa Azrak
Sahil Azrak & Jacob Yenex
John S. Baker
The Charles Northcote & Thelma Scott Baker Foundation
BMO Financial Group
Michael Barany
Barnet
Chris Barleny
In Memory of Justina M. Barmak
Peter Barzeke & Vicky Barmak
Maria Barmak & Belinda Barnett
Dr. Alex Barron
Maria Barreiro & Belmiro Barreiro
Peter Barnicke & Vicky Barnicke
Chris Bardsley
Michael Baranyai
Anissa Bachir
B & M Losier Realty Ltd.
Concetta Attard
Louisa Di Tullio
Osvaldo Di Cecco & Rita Di Cecco
Carol DelZotto & Angelo DelZotto
Richard Day & Sheila Day
Kevin Day & Wendy Boyd
Dr. Mary P. Davies
Dast Properties Limited
Jean A. D’Aprile & Ezio D’Aprile
Elena Dal Dan
Mark Daitchman & Cherie Daitchman
Dennis E. Dahl
R.W. Cousins and Anne Condie
Stephen P. Copeland
Peter Clarke & Carole Clarke
Citrolad Canada Juices Inc.
Citi Canada
Drs. Robert & Sharon Cirone
Church of Our Lady of Sorrows
Frank Chow & Shirley Chow
The Children's Dental Centre
Shawn Churchill
Christian Cowan
Kerry McGrath & Dan McGrath
Elizabeth McEwan
Linda McFeeters
Norma MacBride & Sandra Blitz
Dr. Ali Afsar
Bouchra Bendary
Nicholas Beale
Brian Bone
Sheila DeGrandis & Carol Graftstein
Dr. Mary Kucia
Jill K. Kucia
Suzanne Kiraly
CBD
Merali R. Juma & Roshan Juma
M различных отраслей и направлений. Общее число участвующих людей и организаций превышает 500. Наиболее значительные вклады были сделаны такими компаниями как Abbott Laboratories, Amgen Canada Inc., и Canadian Tire Wholesale, а также индивидуальными донорами, такими как Dr. Margaret Kucia, и Dr. John Kucia.

“Thank you” by Susan Tafar

“I spent three days in critical care after my blood pressure spiked during a minor surgery. So when I found out I had endometrial cancer and needed a hysterectomy, I didn’t think I could go through with it. But Dr. Artin Ternaman and Dr. Ali Abbass were with me every step of the way. I am so grateful to have such experts with big hearts.”

– Susan Tafar
When you leave a legacy gift, you will become part of our St. Joseph’s Society – a group of special people who all want to ensure great care is close to home for generations to come. Thank you to all of the following for their support to our St. Joseph’s Society:

Estate of Rosalind McLeod
McMaster University
Michael McConnell
Debra McNew & John Broderick
Michael S. Meitcague & Nancy McTeague
Dr. & Mrs. Dilp Matha & Family
Marcel G. Menard
Drs. Peter and Yvonne Menilke
Mercer (Canada) Limited
Bank of America Merrill Lynch
Mt. Sinai Limited
Dr. Andrea Miller
Miller Breagen Trading Company Ltd
John Millo
Elizabeth Miko
Maureen Mike
Tom Miko
Bonita Mineau
Elena Migna
MM Management Solutions Inc
P. Dennis Mohler and Martha MacKie
Patrick J. Molher
Francis X. Moclacki
Monarch Corporation
Bruce Moore
Frank Moreau & Helen Moreau
Moreau Investments Inc.
James Morris
Diana Morris
F. K. Morrow Foundation
Anna M. Mosley
MPW Printing
Benno Mulwant
Alexandra J. Murphy
Margaret Murray
My Tribe’sGift Foundation
Bakal Nasser-Ziba
National Silicates Ltd.
NBNIC Inc.
Joan M. McPhee
Gilian Nelson
Selina Neufeld
Newport Private Wealth
Nexxgentrust Group Inc.
Douglas Nicholson
Anonymou
Yasmin M. Niyaee & Dr. Taehee Niyaee
Robert Nixon & Shawna Nixon
The Noonan Nieminen Family
Ian Nordwimer
NorthWest Healthcare Properties
Norton Rose Fullbright
Barry Noseworthy
Lutemp-Mechanical Services
Janice M. O’Brien
Patrick O’Brien-Hitching
OHE Consultants
Oresv Glynis
Susan Olynyk
O’Reilly
O’Neill Leger Family Foundation
The Offield and Daley Family
Ontario Power Generation
Employees’ Charity Trust
Orchard Corporation
John O’Toole
Lilian Olver
Oze Electric
P & F Murray Foundation
Anna Parchevsky & Clare Parduck
John Park
Stuart D. Pay
Catherine Pedersen
Trevor Pedlar
Camille Pay
Wayne Perry
Michael Petricosko
Vladislav Potlog
Plaff AutoMobile
Virginia Pay	Canada Inc.
Pharmacia Inc.
Bruce Phillips & Sandy Phillips
Darrin B. Phillips
Mario Pincon & Mary Pincon
Katrina D. Pike & Brain Pike
Stevin Pinnock
In Memory of Paul & Louise Pinnock
Pizza Party
plan b
Roger Pozner
Cheryl Polisen
Barbara Polisin
Diane Porter
Franco Portugais
Mohammad H. Pourhalarchi
Stevi Prestake
Janice C. Priest
Nick Progmore
Andrew Pringle
Catherine Prestoe
Russell Pross
Steve Pugh & Linda Pugh
Linda S. Prussett
Christopher Purnell and Jane Botebold
Quadrangle Architects Limited
Ina Ram
Shelley R. Rainbow
Tony Ranho
Trust of James H. Rattray
Evelyn Ratynski
Organo Rawinos
Adrian L. Ravinsky
RBC Foundation
RBC Royal Bank
Sarnia and Marie Rebell
Darcy Reesor
Gary Reesor
J Repp
John Richmond
Phillip Rod
Rudolf Rietz & Anna-Maria Reetz
Crdt E. Ritchie
Lisa Ritchie
Marcia Robinson
Anna Ripper
Leslie Rose
Richard and Diane Ross
Royal Canadian Legion General
W. Anderson Br. 621
Frank Rossu
Dr. Edward Ryan
Cheryl Sadana
John Sakun
Tamar Salik
Gatof Schwartz
Scarbatk
Brad Scott
Second Cup
Christian Stelck & Hamla Seert
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Seel & Pamela Seel
Sarraf Sertumak and Family
Sherahan Enterprises
Shifting Recycling Inc.
Sim & McBurney-Loisman Ashton & McKay LLP
Christine Simpson & Michael Sesto
Dr. S. Singer
S.H.C. - Spiritual & Religious Care
Rud Sklar & Victoria Sklar
Maudie Sladek & George Sladek
Lesa Solomon & William Solomon
& Dr. W. Sohrenskewyj
The Linda Frum and Howard Sohr
The Ludwig Chapin Foundation
Barry Sparks & Alima Sparks
Michael J. Speten
Ina Rae
Mary Antonacci
Vincenzo Armijo
Tom Ashton
Antonino Badali
Ted Bak
Giuseppe Balzarini
Otello Bagatozzi
Tina Baugh
Joe Belo
Effreda H. Benkel
Sylvia Y. Bennett
Phyllis Benza
Dr. Mario Bianco
Anna Boyko-Kolodychko
Joanne Calvagno-Curley
Lome Campbell
Marjory Campbell
Ramiro Candido
Camelina Castellan
Laura M. Cauch
Lynne Wee
Deacon & Mr. William Whiten
Diane B. Wilson in Memory of
William A. Wilson

For more information on legacy gift opportunities, or for your bequests or life insurance, please contact Julie Cockson at 416-530-6390.

IN MEMORY OF

A strong community needs great care close to home. Give to St. Joe’s today and help take care of your friends and neighbours. Call us at 416-530-6704, visit foundation.stjoe.on.ca, or come by the 5th floor of the Sunnyside Wing. Thank you for your support!

IN TRIBUTE

We received donations to remember or honour the following special people from January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013. Call us at 416-530-6704 or visit foundation.stjoe.on.ca to make a meaningful gift in memory or to say thank you to someone special to you.

IN TRIBUTE
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Emilow A. Andreychuck
Mary Antonacci
Vincenzo Armijo
Tom Ashton
Antonino Badali
Ted Bak
Giuseppe Balzarini
Otello Bagatozzi
Tina Baugh
Joe Belo
Effreda H. Benkel
Sylvia Y. Bennett
Phyllis Benza
Dr. Mario Bianco
Anna Boyko-Kolodychko
Joanne Calvagno-Curley
Lome Campbell
Marjory Campbell
Ramiro Candido
Camelina Castellan
Laura M. Cauch
Lynne Wee
Deacon & Mr. William Whiten
Diane B. Wilson in Memory of
William A. Wilson

Frank Drago
Joyce Duncan
Maria Dussina
Elena Gheorghe
Maria Grazia
Madeline Ewen
Gil Batallo
Mary Faraci
George Fraser
Kazmiera J. Frendo
Manuel G. Fries
Christina Frulich
Peter Ganesh
Eileen Gibson
Madeleine N. Glynn
Caleb Grandy
Jenny M. Gruvski
Marjorie J. Hamanaka
Michael Hamill
Kazimierz Holosta
Anna Hrastovsky
Emma Jenkins
Elisabeth Kabisch
Vasileas Kapournias
William Karek
Wanda Krios
Theresa Kiboe
Catherine Kowal
Kaj Kayco
Martin Kreisic
Jennie Kozynjky
Nicola La Cape

Robert Laking
Chou Liu Hsiang Yan
Domence Lucio
Erna M. Hospas
Audrey MacLachlan
Jim MacLachlan
Lynn Manock
Daniele Manciac
Reg Marshall
Barty Martin
Douglas Martin
Camelina Martin
Maria Mattiel
Laurence Meass
Orville McIlvene
Mary Menary
Greg Miske
Mauricio Molina
Antonietta Morsutti
Jenny Morgan
Aliva Muldronn
Barbara Jeanne Narozenski
Eileen Newman
Daniele Manciac
Paul Tushkin
Linda Winter
Leslie Roper
Andrie Pryanijer
Jim MacLachlan
Linda Winter
Leslie Roper

Cedric E. Ritchie
Rudolf Rietz & Anna-Maria Reetz
Crdt E. Ritchie
Lisa Ritchie
Marcia Robinson
Anna Ripper
Leslie Rose
Richard and Diane Ross
Royal Canadian Legion General
W. Anderson Br. 621

Thank you for your support this past year. While we take time to celebrate everything you helped make possible, we know that there will always be facilities to upgrade and urgent new requests for emergency.

Be sure to visit foundation.stjoe.on.ca to learn more about new and exciting projects that will ensure great care is close to home for you and your family.
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MY ST. JOE’S CIRCLE

Every member of our St. Joe’s team listed here – whether a doctor, nurse, other allied health professional, staff, volunteer or student – was recognized for their expertise, compassion and for going the extra mile. These people made such a difference in someone’s life that a gift was made in their honour in 2013. You can show your thanks to someone at St. Joe’s too. Call us at 416-530-6704 or visit foundation.stjoe.on.ca today!

RECOGNIZING PEOPLE WITH HEART

ST. JOE’S

Dr. Syed Abbas
Nancy Asseleman
Anik Atamire
Richard Ahn
Dr. Hari Akkarai
Rachel Alawatil
Linda Albairine
Forbina Alphron
Robyn Alexander
Ivetta Armore
Melanie Angell
Dr. Anjali Anselim
Cathy Areanora
Johanna Aspinal
Kate Abdal
Radha Aziz
Bora Bardi
Ionne Barnett
Cherie Barnes
Dr. Sarah Baena
Dr. Okakabo Batekyo
Joel Basile
Dr. Saurabh Batra
Jacee Bennett
Dr. Adrienne Benefo
Dr. Graham Berlyne
Dr. Richard Choi
Tsering Choedon
Dr. Brian Chisamore
Larry Chapman
Rev. Nino Cavoto
Jill Campbell
Penny Byers
Delva Burton
Nathan Bugden
Gillian Brunning
Ruby Brown
Michelle Bernard
Susan Bertolik
David Bishop
Tammy Bishop
Michael Biaha
Dr. Maurice Blitz
Dr. John Blundell
Caroline Bolduc
Dr. Graham Berlyne
Dr. Adriana Berbece
Cherice Barrows
Ionie Barrett
Radha Aziz
Katia Azbil
Melanie Angeles
Iveta Amova
Fortuna Aleman
Linda Albanese
Richard Ahn
Isak Afework
Nancy Aeschelmann
Dr. Syed Abbass
Dr. Alkhali Abou
Mario Almeida
Mike Almes
Dr. Carol Hughes
Maurice Hudon
Dr. Andrew Howlett
Jennifer Hopfner
Hazel Markwell
Dr. Alfonso Marcuzzi
Ken Manget
Perla Mancao
Emilia Magpantay
Julia MacDonald
Sandra Luscher
Irene Lorette
Donna Lepine
Sandra Pickett-Tessarow
Karen Pinto
Paula Podolksi
Helen Poloshek-Arha
Nicole Poes
Alexandra Priege
Sandra Pryce
Shirley Pullen
Dr. Katherine Quirk
Jennifer Quinlan
Evelin Malli
Perla Manco
Jen J. Blanchard
Nick Mando
Ken Mangel
Dr. Alfredo Marquez
Maria Markell
Susan Martin
Dr. Donald MacDonald
Elizabeth McLaney
Dr. Anthony Mclean
Estela Medela
Dr. Dilip Mehta
Finizia Mian
Dr. Peter Mittof
Dr. Robert Sack
Dr. Margaret Keau
Dr. Michael Ko
Dr. David Kole
Antonette Krakovsky
Joanne Kuen-Carty
Dr. Arno Kuld
Tracy Kuntalte
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Sandra Lo<br>Michael Lang<br>Aloisio Langer<br>Olaha Lanabe<br>Scott Grayen<br>Janelle Greenidge<br>Jaideep Greuel<br>Dr. Beata Grygowska<br>Lynne Guibala<br>Janet Gunn<br>Dr. Edward Gutman<br>Dong Gyllasen<br>Dr. Olmeded Hefedar<br>Tracy Hahn<br>Lisa Hafford<br>Dr. Tom Hamantas<br>Dr. Richard Hart<br>Mike Heenan<br>Michael Hefler<br>Dr. Matthew Hefler<br>Ligaya Hameza<br>Gabriella Herr<br>
Liz Hill
Mary Chonslife
Dr. Anna Holland
Melinda Howie<br>Dr. Andrew Howlett
Maurice Hudson<br>Lustina Helf
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"THANKS ST. JOE’S FOR GIVING US GREAT CARE CLOSE TO HOME." Two years ago, doctors told Susan and Gary that he had cancer and only six weeks to live.

“Today he is doing great and we’re planning a trip to Florida,” says Susan. “Janet Galbraith, Dr. Rina Langas and the team of angels in the Oncology Clinic are so caring and supportive. It’s because of them that he is doing so well today.”

Susan and Gary made a gift to name them to the My St. Joe’s Circle.

“It’s our way of saying thank you for the last two years and counting.”

Who at St. Joe’s has made a difference in your life? Give today and show your thanks by naming them to the My St. Joe’s Circle.

Visit foundation.stjoe.on.ca, call 416-530-6704 or come by the Foundation Office on the 5th floor of the Sunnyside Building.

Pictured: Oncologist Dr. Rina Langas, Gary and Susan Hinchcliffe and Team Leader of the Oncology Clinic Janet Galbraith.
Many of our friends and neighbours supported St. Joe’s in 2013 by coming to one of our signature events. And thanks to the following event sponsors, more than $570,000 gross was raised in sponsorships alone from the Fall Classic, Cycle 4 St. Joe’s, Toronto West Halloween Fest and our Share your Light campaign. Thank you also to the many sponsors who gave donations of product or service.

15TH ANNUAL FALL CLASSIC
Lead: merchant
Dinner: Ozz Electric
Eagles: Bank of America Merrill Lynch, Newport Private Wealth, Scotiabank
Birdies: Barclays, Burgundy Asset Management, CBC, GMP Securities, Linton Family, Mutual, Northwest Health

TORONTO WEST HALLOWEEN FEST
Lead: Scotiabank
Appliance: Miele
Community Partner: Metrolinx Media Toronto

EVENT SPONSORS
Cyber Babies
CIBC, GMP Securities, Linton Family, Newport Private Wealth, Scotiabank

Event Management: Tegra
Fun Run: Think Fitness Studios
Kids Activities: Green Apple Kids
Online: Photography
Photography: Modern Baby
Print: Maverick

Reactor and Halloween House: Christine Simpson
Rewards: Loyalty TV
Venue: earl bloor west

SHARE YOUR LIGHT
Presenting: Creprice Media
Presenting: BMO
Holiday: Scotiabank
Holiday: Bell

***

The following people are called our Supporters who give monthly help St. Joe’s fund priority needs. The following people are called our Community of Angels because they gave monthly between January 1, 2013 and December 31, 2013. 
YOUR SUPPORT MEANS HAVING THE LATEST EQUIPMENT… CLOSE TO HOME

Your gifts mean training for our professionals
Thanks to you, the doctors, nurses and staff at St. Joe’s are among the best. Your support enables our teams to attend innovation conferences and congresses, initiate new programs and even support awards to recognize our staff for nursing and family-centred care.

Your gifts help us watch over patients
When patients in critical condition are admitted to St. Joe’s, they are often hooked up to a vital signs monitor to continually track their vital signs – heart rhythm, blood pressure and oxygen levels, for example. Your support made it possible to purchase five vital signs monitors for key areas across St. Joe’s.

Lots of smiles for our St. Joe’s kids
The Starlight Children’s Foundation and Toys “R” Us partnered up to make the waiting areas on the children’s floor a fun and welcoming experience for kids who come to St. Joe’s. A generous donation of toys is proving to be a great time for children like Ava, who loves the new toy house.

Your gifts help patients stay independent
Zoila Martinez Delcid says thank you. A stroke back in the early 1990s left her with partial paralysis – then recently, she fell and broke her hand. She has been doing physiotherapy at St. Joe’s, but to get around at home, she needs a $400 walker – a cost that is difficult for some people like Zoila, who is on a fixed income. Thanks to your support through the Physiotherapy Mobility Fund, patients like Zoila have access to mobility devices like wheelchairs, crutches and canes to stay independent. Physiotherapist David Tebb says this fund is really helping. “It means our patients can go out in the community and do what they normally do.”

Your gifts help us care for our sickest patients
Our Intensive Care Unit (ICU) is where up to 20 patients (about 350 annually) are closely monitored around-the-clock by a specialized team of careproviders. Your support has helped purchase an ultrasound for the ICU to give our teams quicker, more direct answers to critical questions that always arise.

Support great care close to home. Make a gift today at foundation.stjoe.on.ca, call us at 416.530.6704 or fill out the form below and return it to:

ST. JOSEPH’S HEALTH CENTRE FOUNDATION 30 The Queensway, Toronto, ON M6R 1B5

Donor Name: __________________________
Address: ________________________________
Email Address: __________________________

☐ YES! I WANT TO BE A COMMUNITY ANGEL BY MAKING A MONTHLY GIFT OF $______________________
☐ I have enclosed my blank cheque marked VOID.
☐ I prefer to use my Credit Card ✓ VISA ✓ MASTERCARD ✓ AMERICAN EXPRESS
Credit Card No. __________________________ Expiry Date ____________
Signature: ______________________________

☐ YES! I WANT TO MAKE A ONE TIME GIFT OF $__________________________
☐ I have enclosed my cheque made payable to St. Joseph’s Health Centre Foundation.
☐ I prefer to use my Credit Card ✓ VISA ✓ MASTERCARD ✓ AMERICAN EXPRESS
Credit Card No. __________________________ Expiry Date ____________
Signature: ______________________________

A tax receipt will be issued for gifts of $20 or more.
Charitable Business No. 11918 3382 RR0001

ST. JOSEPH’S HEALTH CENTRE FOUNDATION TORONTO

Visit foundation.stjoe.on.ca to see more examples of your dollars in action and to learn about our priorities this year. You can also call us at 416.530.6704 to make a gift today.

LOOKING AHEAD…

There are three factors in having the best care – you need the best people, great space and the latest in technology and equipment. Here is a snapshot of just some of the priorities this year to help care for our friends and neighbours.

• Making our patient lounges and waiting areas feel like home
• Hydraulic chairs for dialysis patients
• Warming blanket cabinets for across the Health Centre
• Bladder scanner
• Vision tester
• Temporary pacemaker for the Coronary Care Unit

...AND MORE!

You can also give online at donations.stjoe.on.ca, call us at 416.530.6704 or come and see us on the 5th floor of the Sunnyside Building

☐ YES, I want more information on my planned giving opportunities like leaving a bequest to St. Joe’s.
☐ YES, I want to learn more about volunteering for My St. Joe’s.
☐ YES, please contact me so I can learn about other ways I can support My St. Joe’s.
☐ YES, I’d like to share my email address with you so I can receive your e-newsletter.
Email address: __________________________

You can also give online at donations.stjoe.on.ca, call us at 416.530.6704 or come and see us on the 5th floor of the Sunnyside Building